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Founders’ Page 

Welcome to Back-to-Homeschool Issue 2! Spring is 

coming for homeschooled girls around the world - 

maybe you’ve seen signs of spring in your yard such as 

flower buds, bumblebees, and singing birds. Or maybe 

spring is a little further away for you and instead of 

flowers, you’re still thinking about sledding! Whatever 

the climate, spring is a fun season for everyone and a 

great time for homeschooling! In this issue, we have 

double the content of our premiere issue, leaving 

readers with much more to enjoy! On our cover, we 

have the beautiful homeschooled Jessica, age 14, who is 

the first person to submit a cover picture to the 

magazine. Inside the issue, we have a cool article that 

tells homeschooled girls how to do great jump rope 

tricks, a fun quiz for you to take to find out which kind of 

homeschooling you do, some more great pictures and 

art, and a history article about Israel Putnam. Also for 

you to enjoy are some fun ways to make money, ideas 

about what to say to people who talk to you about being 

homeschooled, and even an article called Homeschool 

Healer that tells you of some simple ways to heal skin 

ailments! There is much more waiting for you inside - 

more content means more fun - so enjoy our second 

issue of BTH! 

-The Founders, Ijana (orange 

shirt) and Trisha (pink shirt) 

 

 

To all of the readers of the first Back-to-Homeschool 

issue, thank you so much for spreading the word and 

also contributing articles and pictures to our second 

issue! We couldn’t have done it without you! 

Also, we are excited to announce: The BTH Forum! 

Besides the magazine, Back-to-Homeschool also offers a 

free forum for homeschooled girls. You can visit it at 

www.bthmagazine.freeforums.org, or go to our website 

and visit the FORUM page. This is a great way for 

homeschooled girls to talk and discuss things with each 

other - and it is fun and safe! We hope you enjoy it. 

 

Attention readers – Back-to-Homeschool is an international magazine! Yes, there are articles and stories in this 

issue and the premiere issue that mention the United States or places in the United States, but that’s because most 

of our early subscribers were from the United States. Now we have a world of readers on all of the continents 

except Antarctica (If we’re mistaken, and you live in Antarctica, don’t hesitate to tell us right away by emailing 

bthmagazine@yahoo.com or bthquestionscomments@yahoo.com!)! We encourage you to send in articles about 

your country, or stories taking place in your country. But first turn to page 18 of this issue and read about a girl 

in Malaysia! 

http://www.bthmagazine.freeforums.org/
mailto:bthmagazine@yahoo.com
mailto:bthquestionscomments@yahoo.com
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What Did You Do Today? 

Patricia, age 15, explored her 

neighborhood! 

It was the first nice day of 2011, so my brothers, sister, my 

mom and I took a walk to explore our neighborhood! First we 

just followed the sidewalks near houses and nearby buildings 

such as churches and schools, but soon we were walking 

through tunnels by the road and we came upon a nearby 

town full of stores and restaurants! All through the 

exploration, my brothers collected interesting items they 

found along the path. I soon joined in, and some of the more 

interesting things that we found included a Pokémon coin, a 

brand new pencil, a piece of rose quartz, a pair of 3D glasses, 

and a torn martial arts red belt! It is amazing what you can 

find exploring your neighborhood - I can’t wait to do it again! 

 

 

 

Your Homeschool Space 

By Abigail, age 13 

Hey, it’s me, Abbie! So, for this article I’m going to tell you 

where I do my homeschool-work. My mom homeschools me 

and my 5 younger siblings in our home (naturally and 

smartly). Upstairs in our house we have a “school room” 

meant just for doing school! We also have a bed in there, 

which is meant for guests, but it also makes a great place to 

read. We have lots of bookcases in our school room, which is 

where we keep most of our schoolwork. As you can imagine, 

sometimes it’s hard to concentrate on math or something 

while little siblings are playing in the same room, so 

sometimes I’ll go in my room or my parents’ room if I need to 

work hard on something. But I love homeschooling with my 

family in our school room and learning about amazing things 

all together, and I love having all of our homeschooling space 

all together as a family. 
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What Did You Do For Homeschool Today? 

Ijana, age 14, worked on Back-to-Homeschool magazine! 

 

Today, I worked on this very issue of Back-to-

Homeschool! And don’t tell me that that’s not 

homeschool-work! I wrote this article, of course, and 

also worked on a few other things to do with the 

magazine. One of the things I did was to try to get the 

word about Back-to-Homeschool out to every 

homeschooled family I know, and you readers can help 

with that! Tell all your homeschooled friends, or print 

out a Back-to-Homeschool magazine to give to a friend 

at her birthday party. When we have more readers, we 

can have more articles in the magazine written by you 

all, because I’m sure you’re tired of seeing nearly the 

entire magazine written by Trisha and me! So write 

about your homeschool space, or email us a joke, and 

you will have done something for homeschool today 

too! 
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101 Things to Do With Your Shoes!!! 

Ever wondered what you should do with your old shoes? Want to make your boring current shoes more exciting? Then check here 

each issue to find 101 things you can do with your shoes! 

 

4. Cut off the backs of a pair of sneakers to make them into clogs! 

5. Put your shoes on, then put old socks over them and slide across the floor! 

6. Fill them with rocks and use them as doorstops! 

7. Use the shoelaces as headbands or necklaces!  
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Foods and Snacks: 

Make Mini Pizzas 

 
Needed – 

 A plain bagel 

 Shredded mozzarella 

 Tomato sauce 

        

Directions – Cut the plain bagel in half lengthwise. Spread both halves with tomato sauce 

and sprinkle with shredded cheese. Microwave the pizzas for thirty seconds to warm. 
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How to… Do Jump Rope Tricks! 

 

I’m sure a lot of you have seen a kid doing jump rope tricks at the park, and wondered how they could do that. Well, you can learn a 

lot of those tricks easily, and all you need is a jump rope. A seven foot rope works best. An easy trick to start with is crossing your 

arms. Start jumping a few times, then while the rope is at its highest point bring one arm across the other, keeping them that way 

until the rope is at its highest point on the next jump. Alternate – crossed arms, uncrossed arms, crossed arms. Another trick is 

simply swinging the rope around yourself twice during each jump. Or you can try swinging the rope around backwards. A trick that 

looks really hard and cool, but is actually fairly easy, is to swing the rope really fast and add in things with your lower body such as 

twisting your hips back and forth, or kicking your legs up high. Some tricks can be done with friends, such as having three people 

stand in a triangle holding ropes between them, then having three more people jump in the ropes. You can also stand next to a 

friend, both of you holding ropes, and take your friend’s closest handle and give your friend your closest handle. Now alternate – 

you jump, your friend jumps. Once you have these down, try making up your own. You can put a twist on a classic trick, or make up 

an entirely new one. If you know how, you can try flips or walkovers while jump roping. You can also put on a show for your family. 

You could do it by yourself or with friends. The show could be a continuous act, or many shorter acts, in which case if you want, each 

act can have something funny about it, such as, one time everyone jumps with hula hoops, and another time everyone faces the 

back wall. Now join a jump rope team to learn more.  
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Do All Your Friends Go to School? 
 

Well, you can do two things – find a way to spend more 

time with your schooled friends, or make some 

homeschooled friends. A lot of homeschoolers don’t get 

to see their schooled friends very much, because if 

they’re not in school they’re doing homework, going to 

sports practice, or doing other after-school activities. 

You can work around these though. The weekend is 

usually free for schooled people, so try to get together 

on the weekend. You can also do things after school, 

such as getting ice cream together, or you could even 

pick your friend up from school! Then you could go to 

your friend’s house and do homework together. You 

would be doing homeschool-work of course. The 

summer is also a great time to have lots of fun with your 

schooled friends, because they don’t have school! So do 

lots of stuff in the summer, to make up for the times you 

couldn’t get together during the school year. But what if 

you want someone to hang out with while your friends 

are in school? Well, make some homeschooled friends! 

Maura, age 15, says, Start a book club. Locate other 

homeschoolers in the area and see if they want to join. 

This is a great way to simultaneously learn and meet new 

people. A book club is a good idea. You can advertise it 

to other homeschoolers by going to homeschool groups, 

where there are lots of homeschoolers. A good idea is to 

read books about homeschoolers at your book club 

meetings. For some ideas of books like that, keep 

reading this magazine! They’re featured later on! To 

meet more homeschoolers, you can also just go to 

homeschool groups to have fun, though the kids that go 

to those groups are usually less than 10 years old. If 

you’re under 10, that’s great! But if you’re a little bit 

older you can look online and find sites about 

homeschooling. You might be able to get a 

homeschooled pen pal, or maybe you could join a 

homeschooling email list where you could talk to a lot of 

homeschoolers over email. And if everything fails, keep 

hanging out with your schooled friends whenever you 

can! If they’re true friends, they’ll try to get together 

with you as much as possible. Just remember, two 

friends who go to school get to see each other as little as 

you and your schooled friends, so just realize that you 

might not be able to see each other as much as you’d 

like. 
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Meet Isabelle, age 10 

 
We asked Isabelle some questions about homeschooling. 

 

BTH: Have you always been 

homeschooled? 

Isabelle: No, I was homeschooled for 1st 

and 2nd grade and now I am 

homeschooling for 5th. 

 

BTH: What is your favorite part of being 

homeschooled? 

Isabelle: Learning at my own pace. When I 

was in school I was soooooo bored, and 

now I am not bored! 

 

BTH: What is your least favorite part 

about being homeschooled? 

Isabelle: Writing. My mom really likes 

writing, so I do a lot of it and writing has 

always been my least favorite subject. 

 

BTH: Do you go to any homeschool 

groups? 

Isabelle: No, but I might go if I continue to 

homeschool next year. 

 

BTH: What is your favorite subject? 

Isabelle: Math and reading. 
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BTH: What is your homeschool schedule 

like? 

Isabelle: School starts around 8:30. My 

mom makes a lesson plan the night before 

and I have to do the things on the lesson 

plan the next day. 

 

BTH: What do you have more time for 

because you are homeschooled? 

 

Isabelle: I can do my violin and voice 

lessons during the day instead of at night 

when I am tired. 

 

BTH: If there was a school that met all of 

your requirements would you go? 

Isabelle: That is a hard question. I really 

don’t know. I know that for this year I 

would not go, but next year it would be 

considered. 
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Dear Heidi 

Letters from California to Colorado 

Dear Heidi, 

How are you doing? I’m doing fine in California, but it will never be the same as Colorado. Can you believe that 

the snow has already melted away? Well, I couldn’t, and so I asked a neighborhood girl about it and she said it 

only snowed an inch! Only an inch of snow?! How do these people have fun in the winter?  

I’m sorry I didn’t respond earlier to your letters, but it’s been busy. We’ve started moving into our new house, 

and for now we’re using a rental car until my dad gets settled in his new job. And guess what? While we’re 

moving into our house we are staying at a really great hotel! It has a restaurant and two pools! I’ve been 

swimming too many times to count. This is the first place where I’ve been able to go swimming in March. I guess 

California does have one upside. 

Oh, wow, soon it’s going to be your birthday! I remember the first time I came to one of your birthday parties. I 

had just turned five and you were turning six. It’s hard to believe that was five years ago. And for the first 

time I had to celebrate my birthday without you. I was on an airplane. Airplanes are so cool, Heidi, someday you 

need to ride one. 

Well, the only people I could invite to my tenth birthday were my little sisters and brother, since they were on 

the plane with me. It wasn’t a very good way to celebrate turning ten. Your tenth birthday wasn’t boring. I 
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remember it like it was yesterday. You dyed your hair blue because you thought it was only semi permanent, but 

it turned out to be permanent! So you had to color blond over it to match your hair. 

Oh, how’s your little sister doing? My little sister (Aylee, the eight year old sister) thought the move was 

cool at first, but now she says she misses Libbie. Does Libbie miss Aylee? My other little sister (Lola, the four 

year old sister) seems to like California a lot. And Julian, being a baby, doesn’t seem to care. 

Julian’s getting so big! He smiles now, and does a kind of laugh. He can sort of shimmy across the floor on his 

stomach. 

Oh, I forgot to mention the wood floors at the new house! They’re perfect for dancing, you’d really like them. 

And I’ve decided that instead of tap dancing I’m going to take gymnastics. And now that Aylee is going to be 

homeschooled she has lots more time. She’s decided to take piano lessons and she’s also going to try swimming.  

I thought about homeschooling, but I decided that I want to meet as many new potential friends as I can, as soon as 

I can, and school is good for that. 

How is school there? Is it boring without me? Ha ha. I wish I could be there. Maybe I can convince my mom to 

let me call you on your birthday with her cell phone. 

Big news! My parents are going to let me get a cell phone on my eleventh birthday! That’s just a year away! I 

can’t wait! I know I don’t need one, and everyone I know that has one says they aren’t that spectacular as they 

seem. But I still want one. Have you gotten that camera you wanted? Speaking of cameras, I’ll send you a 

picture of our new house soon. 

Do you have a new lunch buddy? Cassie? Ann Sara? Marissa? All of them? I haven’t really met any friends 

here. There’s Samantha, the neighborhood girl I was talking about.  

My temporary lunch buddy at school is a girl named Lee. She’s nice, but I don’t think that she’s best friend 

material. But don’t worry, you’ll always be my best friend, Heidi. But I need a second best friend in California. 
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Maybe Samantha or Lee can be a good second best friend. Or there’s this boy in my class named Hunter, and he’s 

nice. He told me where the bathrooms are, and how to get to the art room.  

I just started reading this really good book, called Uncle Tom’s Cabin. It’s kind of hard reading, but it’s really 

good! I’ve only finished the first three chapters, but like I said, it’s kind of hard to understand. Are you reading 

any good books? Did you finish that book I sent you that’s about the two cats that go on an adventure? I’ve read 

it, and it’s really good. It doesn’t seem like it should be, but it is. 

Are you still taking tap dance? I know you were interested in volleyball. Have you started it? Like I said, I’m 

going to do gymnastics, even though I know nothing about it. All I know is that it starts in a few weeks. 

Oh, there’s this really awesome choir that I’ve joined with Aylee, and I’m having the best time there! Of course 

it would be better if you were there too. And you’d really like it. We sing really cool songs, and sometimes we 

choreograph a routine to go with a song. Like in one song we have to sway back and forth and clap our hands in a 

circle. 

Anyway, what’s happening in Colorado? Is your neighbor, Carter, still really annoying? What did Shayley’s 

family name their baby? And is it a boy or a girl? What has Libbie been up to? Does she have a new second best 

friend? 

Have you been swimming yet? Ha ha! It’s probably freezing! The water is probably ice! I’d have to say, my 

favorite part about California is the fact that I can go swimming practically year round. 

I forgot to tell you that there’s a family that lives down the street from my new house, and they have six year 

old quadruplets! There are all boys, but none of them are identical. Three of them are really hyper and rowdy, 

but the other one is calm. His name is Jordan, and he is kind of friends with Aylee. 

Well, this has been a really long letter, so I’m going to say goodbye until next time. Write me back! 

Love your best friend, Aliya 
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This is a paper that Ijana wrote for her homeschool class about a year and a half ago. It’s about Israel 

Putnam, a feisty general in the American Revolutionary War. 

Israel Putnam 

  

 

Israel Putnam’s great-grandfather was John Putnam, an original settler of Salem Village. John Putnam had a son named 

Thomas who had a son named Joseph, who had Israel on January 7, 1718 in Salem Village, now Danvers, Massachusetts. 

Some websites say Israel was the tenth of eleven children, others say he was the eleventh of twelve children, one said he 

was the twelfth of thirteen children, and one said he was the fourth child. Some of his siblings were named Mary, 

Elizabeth, Sarah, and Rachel, who were already married when Israel was five, William, who was the oldest at twenty-three, 

and Anne, David, Eunice, Huldah, and Mehitable, who still lived at home. Once, when he was around ten years of age, he 

climbed out so far into a tree when he was hunting birds’ nests that the branch broke. Israel fell and caught his pants on 

another branch. He told one of his friends, who had a gun, to shoot the branch so it would break. His friend didn’t want to, 

because he didn’t want to hit Israel, but eventually he was convinced, and he fired, sending Israel down from the tree. The 

next day Israel went back into the tree and got the nest. Another time, when he was twenty-two, a wolf had been killing 

everyone’s sheep and goats, including the ones on his own farm, so Israel and his neighbors spent a whole day searching 

for it. Eventually they found its den, and Israel took his gun and went in and killed it. 

            Two years earlier, when he was twenty, Putnam married Hannah Pope, and in 1739, when he was twenty-one, he 

and his brother-in-law bought 514 acres of land in Connecticut. He and Hannah had ten children and at least two sons, one 

named Daniel, who was fifteen in 1775, and the other named Tyler, who was younger than Daniel. There’s a story about 

when Putnam and Daniel were plowing in the fields; a messenger gave Tyler a message to give to his father that said that 
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the British had killed six men and wounded four others at Lexington. The instant Putnam heard, he left his plow in the field 

and rode to Lexington. After Hannah’s death in 1765, Putnam married Deborah Lothrop Gardner. 

 Putnam’s military career started out in the Connecticut Militia, where he eventually became a Captain. Before the 

Revolution, Putnam was a strong opponent of the British government. He became a leader in the Sons of Liberty – a 

radical patriotic association of colonists, which formed before the Revolution – and served as chairman of the Brooklyn 

(Connecticut) Committee of Correspondence. In 1775 he joined the Continental Army. He fought at Lexington and 

Concord, after leaving his plow behind in his field, and he also commanded American troops at the Battle of Bunker Hill 

(also called the Battle of Breed’s Hill), and the Battle of Harlem Heights. An interesting story is when in 1758, Putnam and 

his men were walking through a dense growth of thickets when 450 French and Indians jumped out and started attacking 

them. A Caughnawaga chief captured Putnam and took him back into the forest and tied him to a tree. They put dry tinder 

under him and set the tinder on fire. Then a French officer, Molang Marin, came and kicked away the tinder and untied 

Putnam. The Indians went along with Marin’s decision. The tree Putnam was tied to is still standing today. Another time, 

on February 25, 1779, Putnam was commanding his troops when the British started attacking. Putnam decided to go back 

for reinforcements, but some British people on horses followed him, so Putnam went down an irregular rocky slope on a 

cliff, where the British didn’t dare follow him. He shouted back to them when he reached the bottom. 

 George Washington and Putnam liked and respected each other, so Washington entrusted him with important 

assignments. Other high-ranking officers began to complain to Washington that Putnam was unprepared to command large 

forces, due to his lack of military and organizational skills. Eventually Washington began to agree based on his 

observations of Putnam’s tactical skills, and began reassigning him to smaller commands. However, the troops who served 

under Putnam thought very highly of him. He walked among them as equals and often exchanged war stories with them.  

 In 1779 Putnam’s attack of paralysis terminated his active service in the war, but he had achieved the rank of Major 

General. He later recovered well enough to run a tavern in Pomfret, where he became a famed storyteller. He died in 

Pomfret of natural causes on May 29, 1790. His epitaph reads – To the memory of Israel Putnam, Esquire, Senior Major 

General in the Armies of the United States of America who was born at Salem in the Province of Massachusetts on the 

seventh day of January A.D. 1718: and died on the twenty ninth day of May A.D. 1790: passenger if thou art a Soldier 

drop a Tear over the dust of a Hero who ever attentive to the lives and happiness of his Men dared to lead where any dared 

to follow; If a Patriot remember the distinguished and gallant services rendered thy Country by the Patriot who sleeps 

beneath this monument; If thou art Honest, generous & worthy render a cheerful tribute of respect to a Man whose 

generosity was singular whose honesty was proverbial who raised himself to universal esteem and offices of Eminent 

distinction by personal worth and a useful life. 

 The famous quote by Putnam is “Don’t fire until you see the whites of their eyes”, spoken by Putnam at Bunker 

Hill. Other things he said there were “Powder is scarce and must not be wasted”; “Fire low”; “Take aim at the 

waistbands”; “You are all marksmen and could kill a squirrel at a hundred yards”; “Reserve your fire and the enemy will 

be destroyed”; “Aim at the handsome coats”; “Pick off the commanders”. Colonel David Humphreys said The first time 

Putnam went to Boston, he was insulted for his rusticity by a boy twice his size and age; after bearing the sarcasms until 

his patience was worn out, he challenged, engaged, and vanquished his unmannerly antagonist to the great diversion of a 

crowd of spectators. Putnam has a number of plaques and monuments, a few of them being the plaque at the entrance to 

the wolf den, the plaque 182 feet south of the tree Putnam was tied to in the French and Indian war, the plaque on a rock 

where Putnam left his plow for Lexington, and a statue of Putnam in Bushnell Park in front of the Connecticut State 

Capitol. 
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 The Encarta World Dictionary says the definition of hero is somebody who commits an act of remarkable bravery 

or has shown great courage, strength of character, or another admirable quality. I think that Putnam constantly showed all 

these characteristics throughout his life. 

 If it weren’t for the American Revolution and the Revolutionary War, Putnam probably wouldn’t be remembered as 

the fearless general he is remembered as now, but would be a forgotten farmer. Aside from Washington, Putnam was one 

of the most popular people of the Revolutionary War. His many adventures and military contributions, and well-known 

strength and courage, made him a New England folk hero. He was just the right person in the right place at the right time. 
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Chinese New Year 

By Megan 

 

February is supposed to be the month of winter, almost spring, and very cold. But it isn’t like 

that for me, here in Malaysia! Instead of it being cold and shivery, the weather here is extremely 

hot and humid, and during this time, many mosquitoes breed and feed on our blood.  

February is also the Chinese New Year month, which is the start of the New Year on the 

Chinese calendar. During this month, all the Chinese in almost the whole of Asia celebrate this 

time by setting off fireworks and firecrackers. But why, though? Why do we need to set off 

loud fireworks and firecrackers? 

There’s this one interesting Chinese legend, and because of that legend, setting off firecrackers 

has become a tradition… 

~*~ 

Long ago, the world was not a safe place, because monsters ruled the world. There was one 

exceptionally horrifying monster that came out on the same day each year to eat people. This 

monster was called ‘Nian’, and the people marked the end of a year by his visits to the humans. 

That is also where the Chinese word for ‘year’ came from. 

This monster was the most feared by the people because every time it came out, whole villages 

would be destroyed at a time. So, every time the monster came, people would huddle together 

in their homes and stay up all night, wanting not to be eaten. This happened for many years 

until a wise man thought up a plan to scare the monster away. 

This man proposed that the people should light bamboo. The bamboo would crack and make a 

lot of noise, possibly scaring the monster away. The villagers thought this was a very good idea 

and started to light the bamboo. The noise was tremendous. The monster was scared by the 

loud noise and ran back to its cave without eating any people. 
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The next morning, everyone was present. They were all happy. The people congratulated each 

other for executing the plan effectively. So, from then on, people stayed up late, lit firecrackers 

(to simulate the lighting of the bamboo), and congratulated each other when the New Year 

came. 

~*~ 

That legend is probably the reason why us Chinese light up fireworks – to scare the ‘monsters’ 

away! And that is also why the Chinese think that the louder the firecrackers are, the better. 

During Chinese New Year, married couples give ‘Ang Pows’ to those unmarried people, 

including children. These ‘Ang Pows’ are red packets where small gifts like money are given 

mostly during Chinese New Year. These red packets often have a gold symbol of luck 

imprinted on them. It symbolizes good luck, health and good fortune, and it is believed that the 

colours red and gold are considered to be lucky. It is also believed to be good luck to keep some 

money in it, close at hand in order to be blessed by its good fortune. 

 

So you see, February is a very interesting month for us, what with all the fun of meeting up 

with our family members, whom we only see every Chinese New Year. And even though I 

don’t believe the Chinese legend to be true, it is still very fun to play with firecrackers – lighting 

them up before hurrying away and watching it burst into the sky with a rainbow of colors…  
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Quiz - Do you unschool, homeschool, or school at home? 

 

A. When do you start doing schoolwork? 

  A.  After I’ve gotten up and had something to eat. 

  B. In the afternoon usually, but it depends. 

  C. When I choose. 

 

B. How much schoolwork do you do per day? 

  A. Four to six hours, but I’ll have an extra hour if I miss the previous day. 

  B. A couple hours, and sometimes I’ll watch videos instead of doing work. 

  C. A little bit, but I learn much more in the outdoors. 

 

C. When do you eat lunch? 

  A. At noon, after I read for a half hour. 

  B. Right before I start schoolwork. 

  C. When I feel hungry. 
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D. When do you get days off from school? 

  A.  In the summer, on the weekend, and any other time the schools take off. 

  B. In the summer, and sometimes other days if I have a lot of stuff to do. 

  C. Whenever I feel that my brain is overworked. 

 

E. How many school books do you have? 

  A. Three on each subject. 

  B. A couple, and some science kits. 

  C. Lots! They’re all books about nature and fiction books. 

 

F. How much “homework” do you get? 

  A. I get a couple pages of work to do without my parents each day. 

  B. Sometimes I’m supposed to read, but that’s it. 

  C. I do whatever “homework” whenever I want, such as studying the leaves on the trees. 

 

Turn to the following page to find your results! 
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Mostly As – You school at home. You do pretty much what the schools do and      

when they do it, but it’s at home with your family where you can get it done a lot 

faster. 

 

Mostly Bs – You homeschool. You definitely do some work, but it isn’t forced 

upon you and there isn’t a plan of how long you have to do each subject every 

day. 

 

Mostly Cs – You unschool. You don’t use any sort of set curriculum, and you’re 

allowed to explore any subject whenever you want, and the outdoors definitely 

count as schoolwork. 
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Mattie Mouse Goes to School 

What happens when homeschooled Mattie visits an interesting class? 
 

By BlueBird 
 

Scritch, scratch, went Mattie Mouse speeding down the wall, racing down the walk, trotting through the yard. Books in 

hand and hat on head, she sped gleefully toward the large red barn that served as the school house for the likes of ten to 

twelve children from age nine to nineteen. “Little Kathy” as she was called, was the youngest, and Billy Mortinson was the 

oldest. Five of his siblings were in the class, they attended in cycles of two or three, depending on the season and work that 

needed to be done on their farm. As Mattie sped toward the barn, she looked closely at the children, some were standing in 

the doorway talking, some of the younger children were playing in the yard, and some… well I suppose just Billy and 

Grace Patterson. They had lived on farms all of their life and had known each other since brush burning season about six 

falls ago. Their daddies had been foremen for the brush burning project then and Billy worked with them, Grace brought 

lunches to them each day. They were now seen together whenever they were found at the same event, they were like 

magnets. People talked. Now back to the class. Mattie had slipped through a small tear in one of the bottom boards, and 

was sitting between two hay bales on a cushion of straw, her books on her lap. Teacher walked to the center of the room in 

front of the semi-circle of students.  

None of them had gone to the public school, but instead they were taught by their parents and neighbors everything they 

needed to know for a simple life. Three summers ago, Mr. and Mrs. George and Lilly Walker, had moved to the town and 

started a small barn room school, one day a week every week. They had gone to college. They studied and put on plays, 

history, math, and went to different homes everyday and studied spelling and grammar, and gave speech tests. Today, they 

were teaching about famous men who helped discover how the universe works. It was fascinating to Mattie. Mattie loved 

lessons, but had to be careful not to get in the way. Even though most of them had nothing against mice, (except when they 

ate crops and houses) if one showed up, the girls would shriek, and the boys would rush to whack whatever it was, straw or 

mouse, and the girls would fuss over them for days. Class went on for about two hours, and let out in mid afternoon. When 

class let out, Mattie raced home and burst in the door, “YAY! Mommy! Little Will! Guess what I learned today!” She 

excitedly told her mother and little brother all about her day. When she was done, her mother said, “Wow! That is very 

exciting Mattie Mouse!” Little Will cooed. Mattie’s mother told her “Get ready for dinner and wash up, Daddy will be 

home soon. But be quiet, Little Will needs a nap”. When her father got home, after dinner, she told him all about that day’s 

lesson, and then she went to sleep.   

…The sky, the stars, and a young man looking up, wondering, how does all this work? How has God put all this 

together?… She could not wait for her next lesson!  
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Five Ways to Take Really Cool Pictures 

 

Ake vjm a njkpw xamjmt okjxettijrap ohjljskaohek? Wepp, vjm okjuaupv aker’l, uml lher 

lheke’t apnavt lhal tmapp charce lhal vjm keappv ake. Eilhek nav, heke ake xive anetjme 

photography ideas that can make your photos stand out. 

 

 

Idea 1 – Cjme ir cpjte. Tkv a oiclmke jx tjmejre’t eve, jk ar irleketlirs oallekr ir a oiece 

of fabric, or even the bark of a tree. This picture is of a Christmas wreath. 
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Idea 2 – Gj xak anav. Taqe a oiclmke jx a hjkizjr, jk ix vjm’ke ir a cak vjm car laqe a oiclmke jx lhe 

street in front of you. This looks especially cool at night. 

 

 

 

Idea 3 – Turn upside down. Literally turn the camera upside down and take a picture of whatever you 

want. 
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Idea 4 – Turn sideways. Not all the way sideways, but at an angle. This style looks especially good in 

pictures of people. 

 

 

 

Idea 5 – Get wacky. Take trick pictures, like the one pictured above, or take the picture through colored 

plastic. 
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All You Need to Know About Poison Dart Frogs 
Poison dart frogs are carnivores, which means they eat meat. They are amphibians, which means they live on 

land but breed and develop in water. 

 

 

 

 The only natural predator of the frogs is a snake called Leimadophis epinephelus, which has developed a 
resistance to the poison. 

 

 Poison dart frogs can be anywhere from approximately three quarters of an inch to two inches long. They have 
back legs that are longer than their front ones that fold up when the frog is sitting, then shoot out when the frog 
jumps. The frogs don’t jump very far. They also have sticky toes to help them climb into trees in the rainforest. 
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 There is a vocal sac under the male’s head. He pushes air into the sac and it expands. When he lets the air out, 
a loud chirp or buzzing noise is heard. 

 

 There are many species of poison dart frogs, including the popular strawberry frog and the blue poison frog, 
and the not as well-known ruby poison frog and Amazonian frog. 

 

Since most poison dart frogs like warm, wet places, they tend to dwell in South and Central America in high 
trees in the rainforest or on the forest floor. Most frogs like to live near streams or rivers. The frogs need at least 
70% humidity and they like the temperature to be between seventy and eighty degrees. 

 

 A female poison dart frog can lay between two and forty eggs at once. She puts the eggs in a little puddle of 
water or on damp ground. The parents may urinate on them to keep them wet. When the eggs hatch, the mother 
carries the legless, long-tailed tadpoles one at a time to a treetop, where she looks for plants that will catch and 
hold water, such as a bromeliad. The mother places one tadpole into each water-filled cup. She doesn’t put two in 
the same cup so that if an enemy finds one, it won’t find the rest. 

 

 

 

After a few weeks, the tadpole starts to grow legs and feet, and its tail starts to shrink. It begins to look like 
a frog. After a while it leaves the water and hops into the rainforest, where it could live to be fifteen years old. 
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Do you want to make some money? Maybe it’s for that dog you’ve been wanting 
forever, or maybe it’s to surprise your mom with a new book on Mothers’ Day. Either 
way, here are some easy ways to earn a few greenbacks! 

 

1. Set up a chore chart! Make a list of all the chores that need to be done in one day, 
and set a price for each chore. Every time you do a chore, you get paid that price. 
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2. Have a lemonade stand! It’s a classic, and it really does work. You can juice lemons 
yourself, which usually encourages people to pay more, or you can buy powdered drink 
mix. 

 

 

 

3. Have a yard sale! When was the last time you played with your LEGO set? And you 
have no intention of reading that book Grandma got you for your birthday, so sell 
them! 
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4. Ask for a raise on your allowance! Your parents might not agree to this at first, but 
go the extra mile to show them that you deserve it by working extra hard at your 
chores or writing a paper stating why you think you should have a higher allowance. 

 

 

Follow these great ideas, or make some up on your own! You’ll be making money in no 
time! 
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Homeschool Healer 
How to Heal Your Strange Skin 

By Patricia, age 15 

We’ve all had it happen to us: we look in the mirror one day and find that some part of our skin looks 

strange. It can be anything from a pimple to a rash, but usually we want to figure out how to heal 

ourselves. But a lot of times, we just don’t know how! This article is meant to show you how you can fix 

your skin with simple remedies! 

 

Rash 

Sometimes rashes appear out of nowhere, and often we don’t know why they are there. Usually, they 

are itchy and quite annoying, so we want to get rid of them as quickly as possible! 

 

To heal a rash, get calendula oil and rub in on the skin several times a day. This oil works so well, rashes 

can be gone within a few hours! 

Scar 

Is there a scar on you somewhere - maybe from when you fell off your bike last summer, or from 

mosquito bites that you couldn’t stop scratching? Would you like it to go away? 

To get rid of a scar, put on pure Vitamin E oil as often as you want. I think it is easiest to apply the 

Vitamin E in the morning and before bed. Over a few months, the scar will fade! 
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Wart 

Warts can stay on your skin for 1- 3 years before they go away on their own, but sometimes they bother 

the people who have them, or sometimes they even hurt! If you have a wart that bothers you, here is a 

cure. 

Rub Tea Tree Oil and/or Coconut Oil on any warts. Three times a day removes them the fastest, but if it 

is easier for you just put it on one or two times a day instead. 

Pimple 

Pimples/zits bother many people, especially those who are in their teens. Luckily, the best way to get rid 

of pimples is to never get them at all!  

Wash your face with soap and water every night to prevent pimples from coming. Pimples appear on 

your body, usually your face, when pores become clogged. If a few pimples appear even after you wash 

your face, you can put Tea Tree Oil on them. As a last resort, you can hold a hot washrag on your 

pimples and then gently squeeze, but only if they are very large. You must never pick at pimples, 

though! 

Dry Skin 

Sometimes skin becomes dry. Dry skin can become so bad that it hurts and can even cause cracks to 

appear, usually on hands and feet but sometimes in other places, too. Luckily, dry skin is one of the 

easiest skin ailments to heal! 

If your hands are dry, constantly apply lotion. Alcohol-free lotion doesn’t burn, so this works the best, 

but any kind of lotion will work. It is best to do this when your hands first show signs of dryness, before 

any cracks and cuts appear. If your feet are dry, also use lotion. If they are really dry, slather a very large 

amount of lotion on and put your foot into a thick sock. Wear this sock around for several days, and 

your feet should be okay.  If you have large cracks on your feet, fill the cracks with lip balm. This will 

help them to heal. Of course, dry lips are easily fixed with lip balm. If your arms, legs, or torso is dry, just 

rub in some lotion and this skin should heal almost immediately- the only parts of your body that get 

really horribly dry are your hands, lips, and feet. 

Now you have ways to heal many kinds of skin problems! Just remember, even with any kind of strange 

looking skin, it doesn’t really matter what you look like on the outside- it is what is on the inside that 

counts! 
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Push Passes and Penalty Kicks 
No Hands Allowed! 

By Ijana, age 14 

No hands allowed?! What the heck am I talking about?! Well, I’m sure a lot of you out there know 

exactly what I’m talking about. Can you guess? Well, if you guessed soccer, you’re right. 

Soccer is a great sport for people that want to get active, meet some friends, and have fun all at the 

same time. It’s also a good choice for people who haven’t done many ball sports, because it gets you 

used to the idea of many things – strategy, positions, speed, etc. – without you having to do everything 

right. If you make a mistake, your teammates will cover for you. This is the truth for really any 

recreational ball sport, but so many people enjoy soccer because of its distinguishing quality, which is 

the fact that no hands are allowed. 
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I have played soccer for nearly six years, and though some teams I’ve liked more than others, there 

hasn’t been a team yet that I didn’t enjoy being on. Overall, I have found soccer very enjoyable, and I 

have been on teams ranging from “just have fun” teams to very competitive teams. 

For beginners, it is best to join a recreational team or league. There, the main focus is to have fun and 

enjoy playing soccer. On a competitive team the idea is to win. Everyone can still have fun of course, but 

there are usually tryouts for these teams, and the best players usually have more time on the field. You 

might be thinking, “Recreational sounds so much better!” Well, it can be for some people, but if you’re 

a good player playing at a recreational level, you are most likely going to be the best on the field, and 

for most people that doesn’t remain fun for long. So for good players that want more of a challenge, a 

competitive team is best. 

There are three main positions in soccer – defenders, midfielders, and forwards. Defenders, as you 

might have guessed, defend their own goal and stay back further than the rest of the team. The priority 

of a forward is to score goals. The midfielders provide a link between the defenders and forwards. They 

take balls from the defense and pass them to the offense. Midfielders can also score. And of course who 

can forget about goalkeepers? They are the only position on the field that is allowed to use hands. They 

stand right by their own goal and try to keep the ball from going in. Sound simple? Try it. It isn’t. 

The thing that not many people realize about soccer is that you run much more than it looks like. In an 

average game, one person can run over five miles! Goalkeepers, or goalies, don’t have to do that much 

running, but they must be willing to throw their bodies in every direction imaginable to keep that ball 

from going in the net. 

If you are a competitive player on a good team, you have probably been to at least one tournament. 

Sometimes they are even out of state. I’ve been to several tournaments, and won first place at one of 

them. I have also won second place a few times at tournaments. In a tournament, teams can be 

eliminated by sudden death, which means that if you lose, you don’t come back, or pool play, where 

you can have a second chance, depending on how many games you’ve lost in the tournament already. 
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I believe that my team is the perfect mix of everything. We’ve been to several tournaments and won a 

few. The girls are nice (on some of my teams, the girls weren’t that nice). We play to have fun, but also 

to win, and we do both. It’s a really nice team to enjoy being on. 

Soccer is a great sport, and anyone can play it! There are no limits to what you can do on the field, 

unless it involves hurting another player or yourself. Tricks have been invented on the spot by many 

professional players, so why couldn’t you do the same? Try out soccer and see if you like it! And the 

best thing is that if you don’t like it, you don’t have to play it! But I would recommend trying several 

teams or leagues before deciding whether or not you like it, because some are better than others. Have 

fun! And if you don’t, remember, that’s what it’s all about, but you can stop anytime. 
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The Way of the Hands and the Feet 

Homeschooled Martial Artists 
By Patricia, age 15 

I am a 15-year-old homeschooled girl. I am also a 2nd degree black belt in ITF Taekwon-Do! 

What is Taekwon-Do? To put it plainly, it is a Korean martial art that means, “the Way of the Hands and 

the Feet” basically translated. Although at first thought many people think of martial arts as “fighting 

stuff that’s for boys,” this actually isn’t true. Both boys and girls can enjoy martial arts, including 

homeschooled kids, and there is much more to Taekwon-Do than fighting.  
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When I first started Taekwon-Do, I was nearly 11 years old, and I wasn’t sure if I was going to like it. I 

was really only taking it as a favor for my mom, so that I could help out my younger brother. At my first 

class, everything seemed difficult, and it was hard for me to tell if I liked the class or not, but I continued 

coming to classes two times a week. Then one day, it was time for me to test for the first time. I would 

attempt to earn my yellow stripe, the second level in Taekwon-Do, by performing my patterns, breaking 

a wooden board, and using techniques to escape from various grabs by an opponent. I was pretty 

nervous, but I passed my test and was told that I did well by my instructor! Afterward, my mom asked 

me if I still wanted to take Taekwon-Do, because soon I would begin to spar (practice fight) with my 

fellow students.  It was then that I realized how much I had grown to love Taekwon-Do, and I told my 

mom that I would be okay and that I “never, never want to quit!” 

 

Now, four years later, I am a 2nd degree black belt and I have stuck with Taekwon-Do even when a move 

caused me to train in a different state. I have even earned quite a few Taekwon-Do awards for being a 

good student. Taekwon-Do is very fun, and it is much more than just kicking and punching - it can 

become a way of life. Besides just learning ways to defend yourself, I have also learned the Student 

Oath and the Tenets of Taekwon-Do: The tenets are Courtesy, Integrity, Perseverance, Self-Control, and 

Indomitable Spirit, and the student oath goes like this: “I shall observe the Tenets of Taekwon-Do, I shall 

respect the instructor and seniors, I shall never misuse Taekwon-Do, I shall be a champion of freedom 

and justice, I shall build a more peaceful world.” Taekwon-Do helps its students become better people. I 

have watched my fellow students transform through their Taekwon-Do journey, and I realize that I have 

changed as well. 
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As well as classes meant for all students, at my do-jang (Korean for training hall) there is a class meant 

just for homeschooled kids and parents, too! My instructor homeschools his six kids, so he decided it 

would be a good idea to create a special class just for homeschoolers. In the class, there are many 

homeschooled girls as well, several as young as five and six. These girls enjoy their homeschool class 

and attend two times a week, and they are all ages. Many take Taekwon-Do with their brothers and 

sisters, and even parents! 

Some people might think that they can’t take Taekwon-Do because they are too small, or not flexible, or 

even because they are a girl! This certainly isn’t true - the founder of Taekwon-Do was only 4’11” - and 

he was an amazing martial artist, so you don’t need to worry about being too small - you can be any 

height or weight. If you aren’t flexible or if you are not in very good shape, don’t worry, either - 

Taekwon-Do improves your strength, agility, and flexibility! And if you don’t think you can do martial 

arts because you are a girl - well, that is just silly. Many girls do martial arts and they can become very 

good at what they do. I know many, many girls who do Taekwon-Do and are extremely skilled. I do 

Taekwon-Do myself and I am a girl, so I am living proof that martial arts are for both boys and girls! 

 

 

I believe that Taekwon-Do can be especially good for homeschoolers, because they can incorporate 

martial arts into their schoolwork. I enjoy writing articles about Taekwon-Do for school writing, and I 

regularly submit them into Totally TKD Magazine. Taekwon-Do also counts as PE for those 13 and older 

who are writing their high school transcripts, and being an assistant instructor, reading Taekwon-Do 

books, and doing martial arts research is also great schoolwork. Taekwon-Do is also especially good for 

homeschoolers because we usually have more time to practice, since we don’t have loads of homework 

like public school kids do. 
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Another good thing about Taekwon-Do for homeschooled girls is that it is a great way to make new 

friends. People are always wondering how homeschoolers make friends when they don’t go to public 

school, but they don’t realize that we homeschoolers can take various classes like martial arts classes, or 

go to homeschool groups.  Taekwon-Do also can help its students learn self-discipline and good moral 

values, which can help with the rhythm of a homeschool day as well. 

And of course, Taekwon-Do is a great self-defense method. In case of an emergency situation, it is good 

to know that you have the ability to defend yourself, since ITF-style Taekwon-Do was especially 

designed to be the best self-defense method by its founder, General Choi Hong-Hi. Although 

homeschoolers have much less chances of running into dangerous bullies than public schooled kids, it is 

still good to be prepared anyway. But more importantly, you should take Taekwon-Do to have fun! 

Want to learn more about Taekwon-Do? Visit the author’s blog www.martialartsgirl.wordpress.com! 

 

 
 

Are you a homeschooler living in Australia, or anywhere else in the world? If so, then subscribe to Bloomers, 
an e-zine for homeschooled girls, just like Back-to-Homeschool! 

 
Bloomers - an online magazine for teenage homeschool girls by teenage homeschool girls! 

  
Bloomers is an e-zine based in Australia and is available for any homeschooled girl from 11 to 19 years old. Started up 
two years ago, this magazine is sent out each month for free. It is full of games, recipes, articles, stories, poems, jokes, 
quotes, pen pal requests and whatever else YOU want in there. Why? Because this magazine is by you - 90% of the 
content is from subscribers. 
Want this e-zine sent to you for free? 
Just subscribe by emailing xbloomersx@hotmail.com 

 

http://www.martialartsgirl.wordpress.com/
mailto:xbloomersx@hotmail.com
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They Were Homeschooled, Too! 

Famous People Who Were/Are Homeschooled 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 Abigail Adams, wife of John Adams 

 Abraham Lincoln, president 

 Agatha Christie, author 

 Albert Einstein, scientist 

 Alex Haley, author 

 Alexander Graham Bell, inventor 

 Andrew Jackson, president 

 Ansel Adams, artist 

 Beatrix Potter, author 

 Benjamin Franklin, inventor 

 C.S. Lewis, author 

 Charles Dickens, author 

 Charlie Chaplin, actor 

 Christina Aguilera, singer 

 Christopher Paolini, author 

 Clara Barton, started the Red Cross 

 Claude Monet, artist 

 Cole Sprouse, actor 

 Cyrus McCormick, inventor 

 Dakota Fanning, actress 

 Dylan Sprouse, actor 

 Eli Whitney, inventor 

 Elijah Wood, actor 

 Florence Nightingale, nurse 

 Franklin Delano Roosevelt, president 

 George Bernard Shaw, author 

 George Washington Carver, scientist  

 George Washington, president 

 Grover Cleveland, president 

 Hans Christian Anderson, author 

 Hillary Duff, actor 

 Jaden Smith, actor 

 James Garfield, president 

 James Madison, president 

 Jason Taylor, athlete 

 Jennifer Love Hewitt, actress 

 Joan of Arc, warrior and religious leader 

 Joe Jonas, singer 

 John Quincy Adams, president 

 John Tyler, president 
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 Justin Timberlake, singer  

 Kaleb Nation, author 

 Kevin Jonas, singer 

 Laura Ingalls Wilder, author 

 Leonardo da Vinci, artist 

 Lindsay Lohan, actress 

 Louis Armstrong, singer 

 Louisa May Alcott, author 

 Margaret Atwood, author 

 Mark Twain, author 

 Martha Washington, wife of George 

Washington 

 Michelle Kwan, athlete 

 Nick Jonas, singer 

 Orville Wright, inventor 

 Pearl S. Buck, author 

 Phillis Wheatley, author 

 Raven Symone, actress  

 Rembrandt Peale, artist 

 Robert Frost, poet 

 Serena Williams, athlete 

 Susan B. Anthony, women's rights 

leader 

 Taylor Swift, singer 

 Theodore Roosevelt, president 

 Thomas Edison, inventor 

 Thomas Jefferson, president 

 Tim Tebow, athlete 

 Venus Williams, athlete 

 Virginia Woolf, author 

 Whoopi Goldberg, actress 

 Wilbur Wright, inventor  

 William Henry Harrison, president 

 Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, composer 

 Woodrow Wilson, president 

 

Look how many homeschoolers 

became famous! Will YOU be the 

next? 
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By Ijana, age 14 

Have you ever been asked, “Do you get to make friends when you homeschool?” If you 

have, you’ve probably been really frustrated with all the people who have asked you 

that, because you know very well that of course you get to make friends. 

Well, your first impulse might be to say exactly that; that silly, of course I get to make 

friends, and I’m sure not all of your friends are at school! Well, I’m sure none of you 

have actually said that, but that is definitely one of the things that run over in my head 

when I hear that. A better way to answer that question would of course be to say, “Yes, 

I get to make friends.” But have you always wanted to know something better to say? 

Then say this, “Well, I have friends on my lacrosse team, at my homeschool group, at 

church, on my swim team, in my neighborhood and in my choir, but other than that, no. 

No friends.” That’s sarcastic, by the way. 

 

 

How about this question, “How much work do you have to do? Do you get days off 

whenever you want?” Well, usually people ask this because they’re interested in 

homeschooling, so they are definitely allowed to. 

You’ve probably always just answered the truth. If you do three hours of work every 

day, and do get days off, that might be what you tell them. But there’s a cleverer way of 

saying that. 
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Say, “I do whatever the schools do, except instead of six hours a day I do three, and I 

get days off whenever I want. Oh yeah, and I do homeschool-work on weekends.” 

 

As a homeschooler, you might dress differently than the school kids in your 

neighborhood. I for one have been stared at several times because I wear bright 

clothes, no makeup, and have short hair. 

I always keep silent, because it would be rude to yell and stare back at them, and you 

probably keep silent too. Well, you can certainly keep doing that. 

You don’t have to yell or stare at all to get the message across. Just buy a white t-shirt 

and fabric markers, and write HOMESCHOOLED AND PROUD OF IT! on it. Or you could 

stick a sign in your front yard that reads that message. 

 

 

I’ve gotten mixed reactions when I have told people that I’m homeschooled. Some 

people say, “That’s so cool! I want to be homeschooled so that I can do whatever I 

want!” The others say, “That sounds cool, but I don’t think I want to do it, because all 

my friends are at school.” 

Going back to the friends question, I’ve always said to the people that don’t want to do 

homeschool, “Of course you don’t have to do it, but it’s not like I don’t have any 

friends.” And to the people that want to do homeschool, “It’s not quite all it’s cracked 

up to be. I mean, it’s easier to take corrections from a teacher than from your mom.” 

Both of these answers are fine, but there are better answers. 

Try saying this to the people that want to do homeschool, “Well, I don’t get to do 

whatever I want, like throwing a football in the house, but I definitely get a say in my 

homeschool-work.” And you could say this to the people that don’t want to do 

homeschool, “What about me? I’m not at school, am I?” or if they aren’t a good friend, 

you can say, “Well, that’s what email is for, but you definitely don’t have to 

homeschool.” 
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Cupcake of the Month Club 

My name is Ellie and I live in Michigan.   I’m 10 years old and love cats and horses! 

I have a cupcake party every 2nd Friday of the month.   I call it the Cupcake of the Month Club.   We make a different kind of cupcake 

every month.  So far we have been making cupcakes that would be great for an April Fools’ Day joke; the cupcakes look like a 

different type of food.   This month we will be making a cupcake display that looks like a banana split ice cream dessert!   I invite all 

of my friends and even some girls that I don’t know very well.  It is very fun; my mom thought of it. She is a cupcake making wizard!!     

Each month, about 10 girls come to my house for the club.   My friends’ brothers (if they have brothers) go to our basement and 

play with a train set or they play hide-and-go-seek with my four brothers. 

Everyone brings pre-baked cupcakes, frosting and decorating supplies.  So it’s actually a Cupcake Decorating party!  After we 

decorate, we bring the boys upstairs and eat cupcakes (my fave part)!  

 

This is me, eating frosting out of a piping bag! 

 

So far, we’ve made cupcakes that have looked like a plate of Spaghetti and Meatballs and a T.V. Dinner! We haven’t been doing the 

Cupcake of the Month Club for very long.  

My Mom did not create the cupcakes themes by herself, but she probably could have.  She bought two books called Hello Cupcake! 

and What’s new Cupcake?  by Karen Tack & Alan Richardson, and we get all of our Cupcake of the Month themes from those books. 

We put pretzels and juice boxes in the living and after we decorate and then share cupcakes with the boys, we girls have a snack, 

and talk about our lives and interests. Last time we put jelly beans on our cupcakes and afterwards we took the leftover jelly beans 

and dared each other to eat the grossest looking flavor that we could possibly find!  We had to bring the trash can into the living 

room so we didn’t have to run to the kitchen to spit out the jelly beans!  Usually we don’t decorate with only frosting; we also 

decorate the cupcakes with candy, caramel and cereal but they still taste good!!    
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This is me putting caramel ice cream topping on a vanilla frosted cupcake.   
It looked like mashed potatoes and gravy when I finished!  Yum! 

 

We have to wash our hands constantly!  There are always at least 2 girls washing their hands at a time! It is a very messy party.  On 

the way back from washing their hands the girls go in my brother’s room and look at our pet Leopard Geckos! If they could eat 

cupcakes I think the geckos would love them! Everybody does! Sometimes my cat, Poppy, wakes up for once and comes upstairs to 

eat, and when he does no one cares about the cupcakes anymore; they all run to the food dish and pet Poppy. Sometimes we give 

him a piece of our cupcakes. He sniffs them and then walks away; I guess he doesn’t like cupcakes.   

Cupcake of the Month is fun because I get to see my friends. I don’t see them very much so when I do it is very fun! While making 

the cupcakes we usually talk about funny things that happened to us in the last week or we talk about our pets.  

 

This is my finished product of one of our Cupcake of the Month Club events. 
It’s a cupcake display that looks like a TV dinner: 

Chicken leg with a bone sticking out, mashed potatoes and gravy, corn, peas & carrots 
and chocolate pudding with sprinkles.  This would make a great April Fools’ Day joke! 
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Seasonal Section 

This section of Back-to-Homeschool is where you’ll find a few 

activities designed for each of the four seasons of the year. 

 

1. Make a flower banquet out of pipe cleaners to give to your mom on Mother’s Day. 

2. Braid rainbow yarn to make a belt or headband. 

3. Cut a too-small shirt into strips and tie them together to make a jump rope. 

4. Make your own rainbow by turning a garden hose to a mist and holding it in front of you, with the sun behind 

you. If you hold it at the perfect angle you should be able to see a rainbow. 

5. Cut the bottom of too-short jeans off, and sew up one end to make a bag. 

6. If you live in a place where it doesn’t rain, have a family member hold a hose from the top of a ladder. If the hose 

is set to a mist the water won’t get to the ground, but if the hose is just normal without a nozzle then the water 

will get you soaking wet. The best option is to use the normal setting but have someone else hold a screen right 

under the hose, so that the water separates into drops. 

 

Visit the Seasonal Section next issue for more seasonal crafts to try! 

In the meantime, have a great spring! 
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Books About Homeschooled Kids 

Almost everyone loves at least one kind of book. They are full of knowledge, of adventure, of mystery, of 

entertainment, and there is a book about nearly anything you can imagine. Since the readers, the contributors, and 

the founders of Back-to-Homeschool are all homeschooled themselves, books about kids who are homeschooled just 

like them are great to read because it’s easy for us to relate to the characters, and we love the stories! Here are some 

books about homeschooled girls and boys. Find them in your local library or bookstore and get reading! Come back 

next issue for more great books about kids who are homeschooled! 

 

 

 

Carry On, Mr. Bowditch by Jean Lee Latham 

 

Nathaniel Bowditch has been born into a long line of sea captains. At 10 years old, his greatest desire is to go to 

school, but he must stay home to help his father after the death of his mother, grandmother, and oldest sister. Still, 

this doesn’t keep Nat from getting an education! He signs on as an apprentice to ROPES AND HODGES to learn the 

art of ship chandlery. While there, Nat self-schools himself and keeps many journals about his wonders and 

observations. He eventually becomes so good at math that he is signed onto several ships – the Henry, the Astrea, 

and the Putnam. After time on these ships, Nat even writes The American Practical Navigator! You won’t be 

disappointed with this book. It shows that sometimes homeschooling can go faster and deeper than schooling, and 

Nat is a great example. Ages 9 – 15. 
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The Kane Chronicles: The Red Pyramid by Rick Riordan 

   

After their mother dies, 14-year-old Carter is homeschooled by his dad, and they travel the world for his father’s 

archeology work, and 12-year-old Sadie lives with her grandparents and goes to public school. They are both 

content enough with their lives, but when they discover that the Egyptian Gods are actually real-life powerful 

beings, and one of them has taken their dad, the siblings must team up to rescue their father, and battle villains and 

monsters along the way while meeting new allies and discovering powers they never knew they had. Although the 

story itself isn’t about homeschooling, it’s great to read a book where one of the main characters is homeschooled! 

Written by famous fantasy author Rick Riordan, this is an adventure you don’t want to miss! Ages 11-15. 

Allison’s Story: A Book about Homeschooling by Jon Lurie 

 

In this book, Jon Lurie tells the story of 8-year-old Allison, who is homeschooled along with her two sisters. Allison 

gets up every morning before the rest of the family. She eats breakfast, and then does math, spelling, and reading. 

Through the day Allison does lots of lessons, but they don’t take up all of her time. She has lots of time to play 

outside with her sisters and friends. Some lessons don’t feel like lessons. They are real-life situations, the way a lot 

of homeschoolers learn. This book is a very accurate portrayal of a certain kind of homeschooling family. They have 

their family time together, they have their homeschool-work, and they have their alone time, things almost every 

homeschooling family has. 40 pages. Ages 5 – 10. 
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Arts and Photos— 

 
Here is a comic drawn by Aunali, age 18. 

 

 

The picture on the left is of Ijana’s eye, and the picture on the right is of some closely clumped palm trees. 

 

With your parents’ permission, send in your own photos, poems, drawings, palindromes, jokes, and 

anything else you can think of to bthsubmissions@yahoo.com, or go to bthmagazine.wordpress.com for 

further instructions! 

mailto:bthsubmissions@yahoo.com
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Free Bookmark Designed by 

Madi, age 12 

 

Cut out and enjoy this bookmark drawn by Madi, 
age 12, with its unique lines and fun words! Want 
to have your art in Back-To-Homeschool? Email 

bthsubmissions@yahoo.com 

to submit yours to be in a future issue, 

or visit www.bthmagazine.wordpress.com to 
learn more! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:bthsubmissions@yahoo.com
http://www.bthmagazine.wordpress.com/
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